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Terrific performances by Matthew McConaughey and 
Jared Leto elevate this socio-medical drama out of the
realms of the ordinary into something quietly remarkable. 

The film received widespread critical acclaim, resulting in numerous accolades. Most recognized the 
performances of McConaughey and Leto, who respectively received the Academy Award for Best Actor 
and for Best Supporting Actor at the 86th Academy Awards, making this the first film since Mystic River 
(2003), and only the fifth movie ever, to win both awards. The film also won for Best Makeup and 
Hairstyling, having received Best Picture, Best Original Screenplay, and Best Editing nominations. 

McConaughey is utterly convincing as the redneck who is diagnosed with Aids, but who stubbornly refuses 
to lie down and die. 

Director Jean-Marc Vallée plays this redneck theme to the hilt, with early scenes 
establishing Ron as a mean-spirited, selfish, dangerous son of a bitch – a toxic 
mixture of aggression and cowardice. Many have attested that the real-life Ron was 
altogether less obnoxious than his screen counterpart  but it suits the drama to 
portray him thus because doing so makes his change of heart all the more 
remarkable.

An example of the dramatic licence taken is the fact that while a rodeo enthusiast, he
never rode any bulls himself.  Two fictional supporting characters, Dr. Eve Saks 
(Jennifer Garner), and Rayon (Jared Leto), were composite roles created from the 
writer's interviews with transgender AIDS patients, activists, and doctors. 

The award of the Oscar proved that McConaughey had changed his career.  In the 2000s, he became best 
known for starring in romantic comedies, which invariably resulted in his shirt being removed.  He had 
recognized that "my lifestyle, living on the beach, running with my shirt off, doing romantic comedies" had 
typecast him into certain roles, and sought other work. 



“You know, it’s a new time in my life, that I said I wanted to rethink what I’m doing to my career right now. I 
did spend some time and made a conscious decision to say, ‘Look, I don’t feel like doing some of the roles 
that are similar to what I had been doing, you know, those action adventures, romantic comedies and such.’
"What I had to do was say no to some things, for about six months," McConaughey revealed. "I got no 
offers for a year, it was just dry, and luckily I had enough money to pay my rent and put food on the table. 
And somewhere in that period, I can say safely that I gained a little anonymity by being in the shadows.” 

This change about has been widely dubbed "The McConaissance" or ‘The Mer-con-nay-sonce,’ as 
McConaughey says it.  Since 2011 when he played a defence attorney in The Lincoln Lawyer,  
McConaughey has been on an acting roll, appearing in Mud , Magic Mike , Killer Joe , The Wolf of Wall 
Street , and tonight's role. 

Screenwriter Borten interviewed Woodroof (pictured) in 1992 and wrote the script, which 
he polished with writer Wallack in 2000.  It was turned down by studios 86 times before 
McConaughey’s advocacy secured the $6 million budget, which allowed for 28 days in 
which to make the film – a shoestring production.  The film was very much 
McConaughey’s baby.

McConaughey remained the prime orchestrator; revising the script, suggesting new 
scenes, giving notes to Vallée in the editing room. ‘He was the one challenging me on 
set, not just on storytelling and character but directing,’ Vallée says. ‘He can be as cocky 
as Ron can be, and as charming in order to get what he wants. “Texas is movement,” he 

kept saying to me. “Texas is movement.” He was moving constantly.

McConaughey lost 38 pounds (3½ stones) to play the emaciated Woodroof, staying out of the sunlight to 
immerse himself in a trove of diaries and tapes. When he first saw himself on screen, his first thought was, 
‘F***ing hell, McConaughey, you look like a reptile!’ 

‘He was sending pictures and I thought, wow,’ the film’s French-Canadian director, Jean-Marc Vallée, says.
He adds that, on set, McConaughey’s insistence on silence while he got into character could be ‘hard to 
deal with. “Oh my God, man, relax, chill out.” But I get it. It’s Ron. He’s becoming Ron, even between takes.
I’m not going to take it personally, I want to punch him but…’
  
Speaking on a US talk show Leto said "I have not seen the film yet. I
think one day I will watch it, because, you know, I'll be curious at
some point, but it was such an intense role. It's better for me to just
leave it alone right now." 

He "[worked] on Rayon's voice for weeks" and like McConaughey
refused to break character during the 25 days of filming; director
Vallée stated: "I don't know Leto. Jared never showed me Jared.”  
During subsequent interviews with people who were involved in the
film said when asked about Leto they said that, in a sense, they
never really met Mr. Leto until months after the shoot was over. Leto
said about his character, "That phrase staying in character to me really means commitment, focus, and for 
a role like this that's so intense and challenging and extreme in a lot of ways, it demanded my full attention.”

Steven Pounders, who was Woodroof’s doctor from 1989 until he died in 1992, says: “I never thought of 
him as straight in the least. His wife [Brenda] told me he was bisexual. I’ve seen the movie with her. I’ve 
had dinner with her, and she said he was never embarrassed about his bisexuality; Ron felt comfortable 
with who he was.  Ron had that Texas swagger, and if by ‘cowboy’ you mean he was occasionally reckless,
he was,” he says. “But he had a twinkle in his eye and he was very likeable. And McConaughey looked 
uncannily like him, right down to the hairdo.” 
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The following item from the BBC website (22.9.15) 
seemed appropriate for tonight....

US pharmaceutical company defends 5,000% price incr ease

The head of a US pharmaceutical company has defended his company's decision to raise the price of 
a 62 year old medication used by Aids patients by over 5,000%.  Turing Pharmaceuticals acquired the 
rights to Daraprim in August.  CEO Martin Shkreli has said that the company will use the money it 
makes from sales to research new treatments.

The drug treats toxoplasmosis, a parasitic affliction that affects people with compromised immune 
systems.

After Turing's acquisition, a single tablet of Daraprim in the US increased from $13.50 (£8.70) to $750 -
in the UK the same item costs 43p.

The pill costs about $1 to produce, but Mr Shkreli, a former hedge fund manager, said that does not 
include other costs like marketing and distribution, which have increased dramatically in recent years.

Agreeing a price for any drug is a tricky business.  In the UK, the National Health Service is the main 
buyer and prices are set through a voluntary scheme between manufacturers and the government, 
trying to strike the right balance of serving patients and generating money to keep the drug pipeline 
going. Profits are capped to stop prices creeping too high.

In the US, the buyers are private insurance companies as well as the government through the 
Medicare and Medicaid system. It's a market and prices can go up and down, depending on what 
people are willing to pay.

In recent years, pharmaceutical research and development has slowed and companies have to think 
carefully about what they invest in. Blockbusters such as Viagra pull in money, but orphan drugs for 
rare diseases can be less attractive. Not many patients use them, and so turning a profit may be 
difficult.

"We needed to turn a profit on this drug," Mr Shkreli told Bloomberg TV. "The companies before us 
were actually giving it away almost."  He says the practice is not out of line with the rest of the industry.
"These days, modern pharmaceuticals, cancer drugs can cost $100,000 or more, whereas these drugs
can cost half a million dollars. Daraprim is still underpriced relative to its peers," he told Bloomberg TV.

On Twitter, Mr Shkreli mocked several users who questioned the company's decision, calling one 
reporter "a moron".

The Infectious Diseases Society of America, the HIV Medicine Association and other health care 
providers wrote an open letter to Turing, urging the company to reconsider.

"This cost is unjustifiable for the medically vulnerable patient population in need of this medication and 
unsustainable for the health care system," the groups wrote.

Dr Wendy Armstrong of HIV Medicine Association also disputed the need to develop new treatments 
for toxoplasmosis.  "This is not an infection where we have been looking for more effective drugs," she 
told Infectious Disease News.

On Wall Street, biotech shares fell sharply on Monday after Democratic presidential candidate Hillary 
Clinton pledged to take action against firms hiking prices for speciality drugs.  "Price gouging like this 
in the speciality drug market is outrageous," Mrs Clinton said, citing Daraprim.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-34320413



Comments and reactions to: Testament of Youth
Moving film, beautifully filmed and acted Terrific
Beautiful filming of the period – very moving Exceptional!
Very well produced but not a barrel of laughs A film you can't enjoy
Mostly too slow but ultimately quite rewarding A very powerful anti-war film
Very touching  - the scenes in France very vivid Dominic West excellent as Father
So sad and moving.  We are the lucky generation
So sad – a generation dead, mutilated – for what?
Faultless production.  How did they bear the loss?
Powerfully conveyed the pain of losing loved ones
Very apt for the time of year – very impressed with leading role
An excellent adaptation of VB's book – very moving and telling
Excellent depiction of the pain, devastation of those left behind
A true story well told with a fine performance from Alicia Vikander
A downbeat end to a very well acted and produced film – not all war is futile
Another “heritage film” that lacks insight and replaces it with too many cosy images
Still very moving on 2nd viewing – felt the sense of dread when the telegram boy arrived.
The second time I have seen this film.  Well worth it.  Thank you also for the scene setting 
silent short films from 1915.

Score 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8  9 10 
 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 2 4 17 10 6

No of reaction slips received = 41 Average Score = 8.25

Position Film Average Score

1st Testament of Youth 8.25

2nd Belle 8.00

3rd The Theory of Everything 7.84
4th Rebel Without a Cause 7.16

5th The Band's Visit 5.88

Our next film on 

10 December:
  

“Get Santa is a thoroughly enjoyable
romp, blessed with a spot-on performance
by Jim Broadbent, who is quite irresistible

in the role of Santa Claus, a part that
seems tailor-made for him. ”

“A magical, compelling, funny and
emotional piece of cinema.”

“Get Santa is an imaginative and madcap
festive family film that has lots for both
adults and kids to enjoy - think Porridge

meets Elf.”


